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CHISELS & TRACING FILM
Choose the tools you need from sizes ranging from 3/32” to 
5/32”.Available in single or muti-prong. The 3/32” are for lacing
wallets, checkbooks, coin and clutch purse,etc,.Use the 1/8” for
handbags,holsters,bowling bags and other sizeable projects. 
The big 5/32” is for wide buckstitching.
Chisels 3/32”                            
C1209    1-Prong          3.95
C1210    3-Prong           4.35
C1211    4-Prong          4.65
C1212    8-Prong          4.95 
C1217    4-Prong Angle 5.35
Chisels 1/8”
C1213    1-Prong             3.95
C1214    3-Prong             4.35
C1215    4-Prong             4.65
C1216    8-Prong             4.95
C1218    4-Prong Angle   5.35
Chisels  5/32”
C1219    1-Prong                    4.50 
C1222    3-Prong Buckstitch 4.95
Diamond Prong Chisel
Use for handstitched projects. Fast and
consistent punching gives the look of
Awl-punched holes. one-piece Forged
steel construction. Especially designed
for saddle stitching.
C1249   1-Prong          5.95
C1250   4-Prong 3/32” 6.75
C1251   4-Prong 1/8”   6.95
C1253  Thonging Chisel  Set     8.95
Professional model set includes thonging
chisel tubes to punch 1/16”, 3/32” and 1/8”
slits, one & three prong chisel for each size
slit & an easy change handle. Six tools per
set.  (using on light weight leather only,
not over 3/4oz thick).

MODELERS & BRANDING KIT
These modelers are a “must” when creating intricate designs or
unusual effects. Especially useful for smoothing out beveling
marks and carved edges, adding tiny detail as well as rounding
and shaping small designs. Each tool is precision crafted of steel
with a comfortable, cushioned handle.    

C1202  Long Spoon with
Stylus Modeling                4.95ea
Long,dished spoon smooths and shades
narrow areas.Pointed stylus traces patterns.
C1203  Deerfoot and Stylus Modeling     3.95ea
Deerfoot for beveling and depressing outlines.
Other end for tacing and line work.

C1204  Double Ball Modeling       3.95ea
Double-ended ball for easier and faster 
embossing in large,heavy detailed areas.
C1205  Small Spoon with Stylus Modeling   3.95ea
Fine-figure carving spoon and pointed 
stylus for tracing every small detailed design.
C1206  Diamond Point with
Stylus Modeling       3.95ea
Specially designed diamond 
point end for more intricate 
work.the other end is a tracer.
C1320   Figure Carving
Modeling #1         3.95ea
C1321   Figure Carving
Modeling #2         3.95ea
C1254  Duluxe Stylus     4.95
Transfer tracing patterns to 
leather. One end traces fine 
llines, the other is for general tracing.
C1257  Ballpoint Stylus   2.95
Transfers patterns to damp leather 
with clear, sharp impression. Great for embossing.

C1354   5-In-1 Tool Kit-Pro     25.95
This 5-in-1 kit is Pro. tool for leathercraft
woodburning, soldering, stencil cutting, 
cutting styrofoam or rope. Kit includes 30
watt iron, 4 woodburning points, 3 soldering
tips, 2 cutting tips and storage case.

M1269 Tracing Film  
2.85/yd   27.50/10yd

Place on pattern and
trace onto film with pencil.
Place film on damp leather.
Trace pattern with a stylus. 
20” wide.

Bag Chisels                   C1316  - 1/4”  1.75
Great for cutting slots for bag clasps & any
other slot you need  to cut. Works great 
with poly cutting boards. C1317 - 1/2”  1.95

Tracing Paper Pack         
50 sheets per pack of 
tracing paper, premium 
translucent, highly trans-
parent. Accepts pencil, pen
& ink & marker. Ideal for
transfer, tracing, layout,
sketching & overlay work.
M1270 11”x14” 10.95
M1273 9”x12” 8.95
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C1322 Decorative Branding Kit
Quality branding kit that allows the
craftsman to creatively decorate or
brand wood items, leather articles,
plaques, plates, furniture,etc.Include
nylon case, 30 watt branding
tool, 7 decorative brands & 2 
decorative points.    27.95

C1356 Rotary Tool Set     24.95
Here’s an ideal craft tool set for leather,
jewelry, and craft work. Includes: variable
speed rotary tool with flexible wire, 80
piece accessories & a blow mold case.

C1323 Leather Branding Iron Kit
Wooden handle electric branding 
& 3 decorating tips.   15.95

M1486    Light Box     8.95
Ideal for all embossing & tracing needs.
Decorate notecards, stationery, leather 
project, gift tags, etc. Include a extra bright bulb.
M1487   Extra Replacement Bulb  1.50

C1375   5-In-1 Hobby Tool Kit-Eco. 16.95 
Safety hanger case. Kit contains: 1 Pro tool. 
4 Woodburning points: all purpose, script, grading 
& dot.  3 Soldering tips: fine, chisel & pointed. 
2 Tips: cutting & fusing. Uses include: Soldering.
Woodburning. Leather crafts stencil cutting.
Cut or fuse plastic cord and styrofoam.
D0166  Tweezer Set 2.50
Non-magnetic steel. Long straight
and angled style per set.

H0715  Genuine Leather Buttons  
Leather covered buttons are ideal for vest, 
garments & handbag ccents. Choose Tan 
or Dk. Brown colors.   0.49ea  4.80/10

M0871   Pocket
Leather Gauge    49.95
Heavy duty Metal style.
Features a 3/4” throat 
that measures leather
from 1oz to 25oz in 
millimeters & ounces.

D1914  Center Punch
Automatic center punch with brass
handle.No hammer needed when
using this spring loaded center
punch. It wooks well on wood, 
aluminum, brass and mild steel.


